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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Marc was very helpful.
Although I did not end up with the car I was looking at through CarGurus, he helped me find
another car that was a better fit. I was very pleased with his professionalism and the overall
experience. No pressure at all. I will be recommending Southwest Florida Auto to any of my
friends looking for a good quality used vehicle. One of the few dealers that responded to my
inquiries. They answered all of my questions about the car I was interested in. I made an
appointment to look at the car which was ready when I arrived. The sales team bent over
backwards to accommodate me and even offered to bring the car to my home for a test drive.
Very difficult to reach, sent many emails with information request no replies, when I did speak
with a rep, Mo questions were answered. When I finally received replies sender not identifies
even when I replied with asking for whom I was corresponding with, no reply. I contacted them
and they responded back very quickly and I was told the car was available before they checked
my credit. After I let them run my credit and got approved for the car.. I was told the car was
already sold and they tried to get me to come in to purchase another car but the car I enquired
about is still showing up on the website as being available. So when I contacted them again the
sales agent told me they still had it in inventory so I decided not to purchase anything from
them! They contacted me quickly and kept me updated. They were courteous and professional. I
was contacted almost immediately. They answered all of my questions and the price was
excellent. Great customer service. Traded my truck into these guys a few weeks ago they we're
very easy going and good to work with. Got fair on my trade in and got a good car. The only
reason I didn't give em 5 stars is the car I just got has a squeaking noise when I come to a stop
maybe a bearing or something but hopefully it's nothing serious doesn't seem to be and things
need replaced every so often it just happens. The car runs great other than that and was a fair
price.. I would buy from them again. Really sweet people to work with, they were so nice and
honest with the purchase of my Escape. They were up front and honest about pricing, details on
the vehicle, and answered any questions we had. Adam and team were professional, laid back,
and great to work with. Will likely be going back to them first when considering future car
purchases. Dealership was very clean and inviting, sales associates were super friendly and
helpful. Process to purchase took a long time and the mileage on the website was not the same
as the odometer. Overall I would use this dealership again. From the time I pulled into the
parking lot, until the time I left the parking lot I felt welcome. The customer service was
amazing! We purchased the Mercedes and worked with Steve who was extremely helpful. The
price was good and the car is pristine. Great Business, they made me feel like family. Everyone
that ask me where did I get the new truck from, I told them Number 1Auto Group where they
treat you like you are there 1! Negotiations for purchase still underway. Given that Christmas is
right around the corner, we will likely not conclude matters for a few days will be able to give a
more comprehensive rating at that time. The car I wanted had a accident that I was looking pass
however after he hung on me I continued my search and found the same car in the color I
wanted with a gorgeous brown leather interior with not 1 accident or issues reported. Friendly,
honest and respectable. Although my vehicle purchase plans changed at the last minute, I feel
the dealer was willing to negotiate the best deal possible on the particular pre-owned vehicle of
interest. Last week got an amazing car from these guys. Super clean car, Good service and fair
prices. Sales guy went above and beyond to meet our expectations, even gave us redbull. My
cousin planning to buy a car from them next week. Keep it guys! Always helpful and courteous.
I hate spending my time in body shops, but GOAT Motors will handpick and deliver you the car
which will never give you a headache. Listing accurately describe the conditions of the vehicle.
The truck was clean and ready for me to test-drive. Dealer and his staff was very polite and
professional. He made ever effort to accommodate my requests. We are currently closing the
deal on the Toyota Tundra. I recommend this dealer to anyone looking for a vehicle. They
worked with me and I got the price I wanted. They even paid for a new head liner. Thanks to
Tony and the salesman forgot his name. A class-leading suspension, engine, and transmission
combine with luxury leanings in the Infiniti G37 to make a hit. You'll have to avoid potholes like
a pre-recall Prius in the G37 - otherwise your next appointment will be with your dentist to get
your fillings refitted. The Infiniti G37 has done everything right, almost. Save the racecar
dynamics for the racetrack, thanks. Available in four trim levels - rear-wheel-drive Base,
Journey, and Sport, and all-wheel-drive "x" - the G37 comes in four-door sedan, two-door
coupe, and power-retractable hardtop convertible flavors, available with two suspensions, two
transmissions, and in rear-wheel-drive RWD , all-wheel-drive AWD , and even all-wheel-steering
AWS configurations. The front fascia has seen attention with a new bumper design, light
clusters, grille, and relocated foglights. Bi-xenon adaptive headlights have also been added.
Inside, changes are mostly to colors and trim, but a redesigned center console is reminiscent of
its EX and FX brethren. Incidentally, this system uses fewer moving parts than those offered by

competitors like BMW, which allows for higher rpms, manifesting in a 7, rpm peak hp of All
trims excepting the G37 Sports come with a seven-speed automatic transmission, while the
Sport trims gets a six-speed manual. Testers have been impressed with the smoothness and
precise action of the automatic, especially with the big fun-factor upgrade of paddle shifters, but
the manual has been chided for sloppy clutch action and an inconsistent shifter. Perhaps some
are just slow to adopt and adapt to modern technology, praise for the automatic
notwithstanding. A sport suspension is standard for the G37 Sport trims and optional for the
Journey and x trims, although many have critiqued it for creating a ride that's simply too harsh
for comfort. Even the standard suspension seems to fall short of its competitors, namely those
from northern European countries that are known for having roads with no speed limits. The
sport suspension also adds uprated brakes and the aforementioned paddle shifters that have
seen so much praise. In fact, the consensus among reviewers has been that the best value is in
one of the RWD trims with the seven-speed automatic and the paddle shifters, offering power,
comfort, and fun that will outweigh, if not out-handle, its rivals. Anyone can brace the hell out of
a suspension and make a car stick in the turns. The magic comes in providing performance
without leaving comfort on the side of the road. Rough roads will reverberate, count on it, and
when the surface gets really shaky, so will the car. Options like adaptive cruise control,
rear-obstacle detection systems, pre-crash assist, and a voice-activated nav system plant the
G37 firmly in the luxury category, not to mention a Bose sound system with a 9. While not every
trim gets the navigation system, all get the 7-inch touch-screen display it utilizes, and the
system itself has received extra praise for its ease of operation. A unique touch is a main gauge
cluster that moves along with the tilt steering wheel, so your vision to the dials is never
obstructed. Materials are of high quality and firm finish, with real wood and aluminum trim â€”
not faux â€” available. Space is limited in the Coupe, whether in the front or back seat, but
adequate in Sedans. Comfortable seats gain lateral support in Sport trims, but constrict comfort
for larger occupants. Thanks to six standard airbags, front-seat active head restraints,
four-wheel antilock disc brakes with brake assist and an anti-skid system, the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA has awarded the G37 a five-star rating in all categories
save frontal impacts involving the passenger, in which the G37 earned a four-star rating. Sport
trims get additional safety features in the form of a brake upgrade and a rear-obstacle detection
system. This makes the shortcomings of the suspension even more pronounced, especially
when considering the comfort shortcomings in contrast to its overall handling and
performance. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Private Seller: Ivan. CarGurus Pay. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market
average! Please call us at to schedule a test drive. Se Hablo Espanol! While great effort is made
to ensure the accuracy of the information on this site, errors do occur such as trim level, bed
size, options. Please verify all information with a customer service representative. The following
items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: all new tires! Best of all the price you see is the
price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Lexus of Clearwater is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design
This low amount of miles makes this vehicle incomparable to the competition. You demand the
best in everything, so why would your automobile be any different? According to Infiniti, the
new interior was inspired by Japanese calligraphy, and new fascias on the sedan help to
increase the G37's curb appeal. The addition of the convertible model last summer completes
the sports-luxury lineup -- putting it solidly in competition with the BMW 3 series. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. That's why we never charge last-minute,
bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at
the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car
delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you
safe. Call us at or visit us online at Call or Email to set up a VIP appointment Priority Honda
Chesapeake where our Customers are our Priority. This vehicle will be sold as-is before it goes

to auction. The vehicle will get a detail inside and out also a safety inspection and oil change.
We welcome pre-buy inspections with a mechanic of your choice. Please call and schedule your
appointment as this vehicle wont last long. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions
and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Rating Good Price 2 Fair Price 3. Trim
Journey 6 Sport 1 x 1. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 7 Manual 1. Engine Type
Gas 1. Cylinders 6 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price
drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 8 out
of 8 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I previously owned a G37X Sedan. It was an awesome
car, but I wanted something sportier that I could drive year round. The G37X Coupe provides
that and more. This is one great ride. It exudes class yet is a little hot rod. Top notch quality just
like all Infiniti vehicles. I would highly recommend this car to those considering any other
Luxury Sports car. Sign Up. Sport-focused, intelligently designed and attractively priced, the
Infiniti G37 is an excellent choice for an entry-level luxury sport sedan, coupe or convertible. In
recent years, it's gotten even harder to choose an entry-level luxury car. Each automaker has
been trying to outdo the others by offering even more powerful engines, new body styles and
high-tech features. The end result is a batch of cars that might as well be equally good. Yet the
Infiniti G37 still manages to stand out among this group thanks to its sharp styling and strong
dynamic performance. Certainly, the G37 is one of the more entertaining vehicles to drive in this
segment thanks to its strong horsepower V6 engine and agile handling. And visually it stands
out in a crowd with its arcing bodywork. But the G37 does more than just go fast and look good;
it also keeps its occupants comfortable and entertained throughout the journey thanks to a
stylish cabin, the latest high-tech features and a suspension that's still supple enough to
absorb the bumps and ruts of the daily grind. Originally, Infiniti's G was available as just a
coupe or a sedan. Last year, a new retractable-hardtop convertible debuted, giving G buyers a
third, enticing option. The newest G offers the quiet comfort of a coupe when the top is up, and
the exhilaration of a convertible when it's automatically stowed under the trunk lid. The
downside is that the top and its associated mechanisms and reinforcements add a considerable
amount of weight the drop top weighs pounds more than the coupe and reduce luggage space
to virtually nil when it's stowed. There are a few other downsides as well, including the coupe's
cramped rear seats and a tricky option pricing structure. And compared to the long-standing
segment leader -- the BMW 3 Series -- the Infiniti G37 still isn't quite as communicative to the
enthusiast in terms of steering feel and feedback. Yet even among this stellar group, Infiniti's
G37 remains one of our top picks for its standout combination of performance, styling and
comfort. The Infiniti G37 is offered as an entry-level luxury sport coupe, sedan or
retractable-hardtop convertible in four trim levels -- base, Journey, G37x and Sport 6MT -except for the convertible, which is offered only in base or Sport 6MT trim. In keeping with
modern trends, the G37 convertible has a retractable hardtop that stows beneath the trunk lid in
less than 30 seconds. The Journey trim level adds automatic headlights, dual-zone climate
control, a six-CD changer and a power front passenger seat. Stepping up to the G37x
all-wheel-drive model adds heated front seats and outside mirrors. The Sport 6MT trim level
brings added performance features and the six-speed manual transmission. It comes standard
with inch wheels with high-performance tires inch wheels on the coupe , sportier exterior and
interior treatments, a limited-slip rear differential, upgraded brakes, a sport-tuned suspension
and seats with added thigh and torso support. There are no options available for the base G The
numerous options for the other trim levels are typically only available via a range of packages.
The Premium package includes a sunroof, rear park assist, a power tilt-and-telescoping steering
wheel, driver memory settings, Bluetooth, an upgraded Bose audio system of which the
convertible gets a purpose-built version with headrest-mounted speakers , iPod connectivity
and -- for the convertible only -- ventilated seats. The Navigation package can be added to the
Premium package and includes a hard-drive-based touchscreen navigation system with
streaming Bluetooth audio as well as real-time traffic and weather , voice-activated controls, a
9GB music server and a rearview camera. The Technology package, which is only available with
the previous packages, includes adaptive cruise control, adaptive headlights and an upgraded
climate control system. Other options include a Sport package it adds most of the 6MT's
equipment to the Journey or G37x , inch wheels, a rear spoiler and interior wood trim. The
Premium and Navigation packages are included. The Convertible gets standard
climate-controlled seats. All are painted in a special graphite color, and feature special wheels,
unique front fascia, sport side sills not on sedan , unique interior trim and red leather seats.
Powering all Infiniti G37s is a potent 3. Base, Journey and G37x models come standard with a
seven-speed automatic transmission featuring manual paddle-shift control and rev-matched

downshifts. The Sport 6MT comes with an exclusive six-speed manual transmission. G37s are
rear-wheel drive except for the G37x, which is all-wheel drive. In testing, an automatic G37
Journey sedan sprinted to 60 mph in a remarkably swift 5. The entire Infiniti G37 line comes
standard with stability control, traction control, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain
airbags and active head restraints for the front seats. Added safety equipment is included with
the optional Technology package, which adds adaptive headlights and pre-crash seatbelts that
use the cruise control sensors to detect an impending impact and then automatically
pre-tension. Convertibles have standard pop-up rollbars. In government crash testing, the G37
sedan was awarded a perfect five stars for frontal impact protection for the driver, as well as for
side impact protection for all occupants. Frontal impact protection for the front passenger
earned it four stars. The G37 also did well in Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash tests,
where it received a top score of "Good" for protection of occupants in both frontal-offset and
side-impact crashes. The Infiniti G37's big V6 serves up thrilling acceleration, but we're not fans
of the coarse noises it makes at higher engine speeds. We can't complain about the G's
handling, however. This well-sorted Infiniti attacks curves with aggression and precision, yet it
remains poised and compliant when driven over less-than-perfect pavement. Think of it as a
world-class athlete in evening wear. Steering feel is commendable, particularly with the quicker
of the two available ratios standard on coupes and convertibles, optional on sedans. This
sporty setup provides excellent feedback and a pleasant weightiness that builds progressively
when cornering. The seven-speed automatic transmission is mostly praiseworthy. Quick
gearchanges are at your fingertips via the steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, and
downshifts are executed with precise throttle blips to match revs. In testing, however, we've
noticed that upshifts, even when in Drive, aren't as smooth as they should be for this class of
car. Even so, this automatic makes a strong case for itself versus the optional six-speed
manual, which has a pleasing bolt-action feel through the gates but is hampered by abrupt
clutch engagement. The G37 offers user-friendly controls, excellent build quality and a
handsome design -- the latter highlighted by such items as the car's leather-accented
magnesium paddle shifters and the Japanese "Shodo" aluminum trim or optional wood trim.
The front seats are comfortable and well-bolstered, while the available sport-styled seats offer
even more aggressive bolstering, though they may be a bit too snug for larger drivers. The
optional Bose audio system is excellent, and the convertible's headrest-mounted speakers
make it even better. The G37 sedan offers respectable space for rear passengers, with the
exception of the narrow center seat, which is mounted rather high, severely compromising
headroom and comfort. As expected, the coupe and convertible's backseats are significantly
more cramped than those of the sedan. The coupe's trunk measures a modest 7. The sedan's
larger trunk accommodates 14 cubic feet of cargo and also includes a center pass-through for
longer items. The convertible's trunk will accommodate two golf bags with the top up, but
carrying capacity shrinks to about 2 cubic feet think tissue box and not much more with the top
down. I previously owned a G37X Sedan. It was an awesome car, but I wanted something
sportier that I could drive year round. The G37X Coupe provides that and more. This is one
great ride. It exudes class yet is a little hot rod. Top notch quality just like all Infiniti vehicles. I
would highly recommend this car to those considering any other Luxury Sports car. Third time
Infiniti buyer and third time was NOT the charm. My car has been in the shop 5 times in the first
14 months of ownership for brake noise. Excuse after excuse from the dealer with no real
resolution. First it was a pin, then a hose and now a spring. I have to fight to get them to
reproduce every single time. I've been told "they squeak when they're cold" then "they squeak
when they're hot" and finally "it's not a safety issue". Opened a case with customer service.
What a joke. Called 4 times now, twice spoke to the rep and twice left messages. Not a single
thing done as a result of case opened. Infiniti makes great cars - dealers need help This is my
2nd G37s coupe. Traded in a for the The was the best car i ever had so I bought a new one in the
new Gun Metal gray color. Infiniti made some good changes and also some bad changes.
Overall the car is dynamite and I love to drive it everyday. Gets looks, ok on gas, great
performance, cool features. I traded in my G37X coupe as I was displeased with its performance
no sport package. The S coupe has improved performance but I'm puzzled over the persistent
surge in rpm during braking. My guess is that it is the rev matching failure in system level
testing to evaluate this situation or code for it , but it has led to some unsettling moments while
stopping or while slowing down on steep mountain roads with curves. Overall I'm pleased walked away from purchasing a is that I loved due to the value for the dollar of the G. Nothing
else in the price range appealed to me. Write a review. See all 10 reviews. Available styles
include x 2dr Coupe AWD 3. Overall, Edmunds users rate the G37 Coupe 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including

performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the G37
Coupe. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the G37 Coupe
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Coupe's cramped rear seats, convertible's diminished
performance, complicated and expensive options structure, engine gets a bit raucous at high
rpm. List Price Range. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review Sport-focused,
intelligently designed and attractively priced, the Infiniti G37 is an excellent choice for an
entry-level luxury sport sedan, coupe or convertible. For , the Infiniti G37 sedan receives minor
styling updates in the form of a new grille, headlights and bumpers. Inside, all G37s gain new
gauges, metallic accents and, for those equipped with navigation, real-time traffic and weather
as well as streaming Bluetooth audio. Mechanically, nothing has changed, though the
previously available four-wheel active steering option has been discontinued. Finally, a new
20th Anniversary Edition debuts. Sponsored cars related to the G37 Coupe. The Edmunds
experts tested the G37 Coupe both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the G37 Coupe has
7. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the G37 Coupe's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability
should all be factors in determining whether the G37 Coupe is a good car for you. Check back
soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions
include: x 2dr Coupe AWD 3. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Consider a broader search. Why trust
Edmunds? Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

